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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of the NTCIR-10 INTENT-2 task
(the second INTENT task), which comprises the Subtopic Mining
and the Document Ranking subtasks. INTENT-2 attracted partic-
ipating teams from China, France, Japan and South Korea – 12
teams for Subtopic Mining and 4 teams for Document Ranking
(including an organisers’ team). The Subtopic Mining subtask re-
ceived 34 English runs, 23 Chinese runs and 14 Japanese runs;
the Document Ranking subtask received 12 Chinese runs and 8
Japanese runs. We describe the subtasks, data and evaluation meth-
ods, and then report on the official results, as well as the revised
results for Subtopic Mining.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper provides an overview of the NTCIR-10 INTENT-2

task (the second INTENT task), which comprises the Subtopic Min-
ing and the Document Ranking subtasks1.

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our task. In Subtopic
Mining, participants are asked to return a ranked list of subtopic
strings for each query from the topic set (Arrows 1 and 2), where
a subtopic string is a query that specialises and/or disambiguates
the search intent of the original query. The organisers create a pool
of these strings for each query, and ask the assessors to manually
cluster them, and to provide a label for each cluster. Then the or-
ganisers determine a set of important search intents for each query,
where each intent is represented by a cluster label with its cluster
of subtopics (Arrows 3 and 4). The organisers then ask multiple
assessors to vote whether each intent is important or not for a given
query; and based on the votes compute the intent probabilities (Ar-
rows 5 and 6). The Subtopic Mining runs are then evaluated using
the intents with their associated probabilities and subtopic strings.
This subtask can be regarded as a component of a search result
diversification system, but other applications such as query sugges-
tion and completion are also possible.

The black arrows in Figure 1 show the flow of the Document
Ranking subtask, which is similar to the TREC Web Track Diver-
sity Task [2]. Participants are asked to return a diversified ranked
list of URLs for each query from the aforementioned topic set (Ar-
rows 7 and 8). The organisers create a pool of the URLs for each
query, ask the assessors to conduct graded relevance assessments
1INTENT-2 homepage: http://research.microsoft.
com/INTENT/
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Figure 1: Structure of the INTENT task.
Table 1: Number of INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 runs (teams).

Subtopic Mining Document Ranking
E C J C J

INTENT-1 – 42 (13) 10 (4) 24 (7) 15 (3)
INTENT-2 34 (8) 23 ( 6) 14 (3) 12 (3) 8 (2)

for each intent of each query, and consolidate the relevance assess-
ments to form the final graded relevance data (Arrows 9, 10 and
11). The Document Ranking runs are evaluated using the intents,
their probabilities and the relevance data. The aim of search result
diversification is to maximise both the relevance and diversity of
the first search engine result page, given a query that is ambiguous
or underspecified.

INTENT-2 attracted participating teams from China, France, Japan
and South Korea. Table 1 compares the number of runs/teams for
each (subtask, language) pair across INTENT-1 and INTENT-2. It
can be observed that the popularity of the INTENT task has de-
clined considerably. In particular, only one team besides the organ-
iser’s team participated in the Japanse Document Ranking subtask.
Whereas, the English Subtopic Mining task, which we did not have
at INTENT-1, was the most popular Subtask in INTENT-2. Table 2
shows the list of INTENT-2 participants.

Table 3 shows the important dates of INTENT-2. Unlike INTENT-
1 where we had the deadlines for Subtopic Mining and Document
Ranking one after the other, we only had one common deadline for
INTENT-2, and this deadline was the earliest among the NTCIR-
10 tasks. But we feel that this only partially explains the decline
in the number of participations, especially for Document Rank-
ing. Also, unfortunately, after releasing the official results to par-
ticipants, we discovered some bugs in the files that contain gold-
standard subtopic strings that were used for evaluating the Subtopic
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Table 2: INTENT participating teams. Teams with a ∗ participated in the same subtask at NTCIR-9.
team name language organisation

(a) Subtopic Mining
hultech E University of Caen Lower-Normandy, France
ICRCS C Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Graduate School, P.R.C.
KECIR C Shenyang Aerospace University, P.R.C.
KLE∗ E,J Knowledge and Language Engineering Laboratory, POSTECH, South Korea
LIA E University of Avignon, France
MSINT∗ J Microsoft Research Asia, P.R.C.
ORG∗ C,E,J Organisers’ runs using web search query suggestions/completions
SEM12 E Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan
THCIB E Tsinghua University and Canon Information (Beijing) Co. Ltd, P.R.C.
THUIR∗ C,E Tsinghua University, P.R.C.
THUIS C Tsinghua University, P.R.C.
TUTA1∗ C,E University of Tokushima, Japan

(b) Document Ranking
BASELINE C,J Nondiversified search results provided by organisers
KECIR C Shenyang Aerospace University, P.R.C.
MSINT∗ J Microsoft Research Asia, P.R.C.
THUIR∗ C Tsinghua University, P.R.C.

Table 3: INTENT-2 important dates.
May 31, 2012 Chinese/Japanese topics, query suggestions and non-diversified baseline Document Ranking runs released
June 18, 2012 English topics (for Subtopic Mining only) released (same as TREC 2012 web topics)
July 31, 2012 All submissions due
Aug-Dec 2012 Subtopic clustering, intent voting, per-intent relevance assessments
Dec 21, 2013 Official evaluation results released
Feb 1, 2013 Revised Subtopic Mining results released

Table 4: Official query suggestion data.
English Chinese Japanese

harvested date June, 15, 2012 March 1, 2012
Bing query suggestions Baidu query suggestions Bing (Japanese) query suggestions
Bing query completions Bing (Chinese) query suggestions Bing (Japanese) query completions
Google query completions Google (Chinese) query suggestions Google (Japanese) query completions
Yahoo! query completions Sogou query suggestions Yahoo! (Japanese) query completions

Mining runs. We therefore released a set of revised Subtopic Min-
ing results on February 1, 2013. Participants were asked to choose
whether to discuss their official or revised results, and to explicitly
state their choice in their papers.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sections 2
describes the details of the Subtopic Mining and Document Rank-
ing subtasks and the test collections contructed, with an emphasis
on parts that differ from INTENT-1. For more general task specifi-
cations, we refer the reader to the INTENT-1 Overview paper [16],
and the aforementioned INTENT-2 homepage. Section 3 briefly
describes the evaluation metrics we use. Sections 4 and 5 report
on the official and revised evaluation results for Subtopic Mining,
respectively. Section 6 reports on our official evaluation results for
Document Ranking. Section 7 concludes this paper and the Ap-
pendix contains the details of each run as well as significance test
results.

2. TASK AND DATA

2.1 What’s New at INTENT-2
For both Subtopic Mining and Document Ranking, the input and

output file specifications used at INTENT-2 are the same as those
used at INTENT-1: the run file formats are similar to the TREC run
format.

New features of INTENT-2 are as follows.

(I) We introduced an English Subtopic Mining Subtask, using
the 50 TREC 2012 Web Track topics kindly provided by its
track coordinators. The diversity task of the TREC track de-
vised their own set of “subtopics” for each topic; while we

independently created the intents for each topic through our
Subtopic Mining Subtask. We received the English topic set
from TREC on June 13, and released it to the participants on
June 18 (see Table 3).

(II) We provided an “official” set of search engine query sug-
gestions for each query to participants, to improve the re-
producibility and fairness of experiments. Participants were
asked to use these official query suggestions if their system
required such data. Table 4 shows the harvested dates and
sources of the official query suggestion data.

(III) For the Chinese and Japanese topic sets only, we provided a
baseline non-diversified run and the corresponding web page
contents to participants. This enables researchers to isolate
the problem of diversifying a given search result from that
of producing an effective initial search result. Moreover, this
enables researchers to participate in the Document Ranking
subtask by just reranking the baseline run, even without in-
dexing the entire target corpus. The Chinese baseline run
BASELINE-D-C-1 was provided by Tsinghua University;
the Japanese one BASELINE-D-J-1 was provided by Mi-
crosoft Research Asia.

(IV) We intentionally included navigational queries in the INTENT-
2 Chinese and Japanese topic sets. A navigational query
should require one answer or one website, and therefore may
not require diversification. We thereby encouraged partici-
pants to experiment with selective diversification: instead of
uniformly applying a diversification algorithm to all topics,
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Figure 2: Comparing INTENT-1 and INTENT-2.

determine in advance which topics will (not) benefit from di-
versification. Moreover, to evaluate intent type-sensitive di-
versification [11], we tagged each intent with either informa-
tional or navigational based on five assessors’ votes. More
details will be given below.

(V) All participants were asked to produce results not only for the
INTENT-2 topics but also for the INTENT-1 topics. More-
over, participants who also participated in INTENT-1 were
encouraged to submit “Revived Runs” to INTENT-2, using
their systems from INTENT-1. This practice is useful for
monitoring progress across NTCIR rounds, as we shall ex-
plain below.

Figure 2 explains Item (V) above, which is based on a proposal in
a previous study which stressed the importance of comparing sys-
tems across different NTCIR rounds using the same topic set while
checking the equivalence of topic sets across NTCIR rounds using
the same system [9]. Because we have both INTENT-1 systems
and INTENT-2 systems that process the INTENT-2 topics (Arrows
(a) and (d)), we can examine if we have made any progress across
the two rounds, by directly comparing the runs. In addition, al-
though the INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 topic sets were constructed
using different procedures (different contributors to the pools and
different pool depths), we can investigate whether they can be re-
garded as comparable or “harder” than the other, using the Revived
Runs from INTENT-1 that process both of these topic sets (Arrows
(c) and (d)). Also, it should be noted that, although the INTENT-2
systems also processed the INTENT-1 topics (Arrow (b)), the ef-
fectiveness values obtained from the experiments are not reliable.
This is because the INTENT-2 systems did not contribute to the
INTENT-1 pools: Sakai et al. have actually demonstrated that
the INTENT-1 Chinese Document Ranking Test Collection is not
reusable and that runs that did not contribute to the pools are un-
derestimated with this collection [12]2. The situation is probably
even worse for the INTENT-1 Japanese Document Ranking Test
Collection as only three teams contributed to the pool. Moreover,
Subtopic Mining Test Collections are basically not reusable as the
gold standards consist of arbitrary subtopic strings rather than doc-
ument IDs. At INTENT-2, we have increased the pool depth from
20 to 40 for both subtasks.

Following INTENT-1, we created 100 Chinese and 100 Japanese
topics based on “torso” queries from commercial search engine
logs [16]. However, the INTENT-2 Chinese topic set contained
two topics that overlapped with the INTENT-1 topic set (0272 and
0300), so we used only 98 topics for Chinese Subtopic Mining.
2At the NTCIR-6 Crosslingual IR Task, participants were asked to
process past test collections (NTCIR-3, -4 and -5), to obtain reli-
able results based on multiple test collections [6]. This similar to
Arrow (b) in Figure 2, but the crosslingual collections are probably
more reusable than ours as they used larger pool depths (e.g. 100).

Furthermore, for Document Ranking, we removed one more topic
(0266) from the Chinese topic set and five topics (0356, 0363, 0367,
0370, 0371) from the Japanese topic set as they had no relevant
documents in the pools.

As we have mentioned in Item (IV) above, we included naviga-
tional topics that probably do not require search result diversifica-
tion. Moreover, we hired five assessors to individually label each
intent with either navigational (nav) or informational (inf) using the
same criteria, for the purpose of conducting intent type-sensitive
search result diversification. The tests used for classifying intents
into navigational and informational were as follows:

Test 1: Expected Answer Uniqueness Is the intent specific enough
so that the expected relevant item (i.e. website, entity, ob-
ject or answer) can be considered unique? Even if multiple
relevant items exist, is it likely that there exists at least one
searchable item that will completely satisfy the user and call
for no additional information? If the answer is yes to either
of these questions, the intent is navigational. Otherwise go
to Test 2.

Test 2: Expected Answer Cohesiveness If the desired item is not
unique, are these items expected to lie within a single web-
site (which could typically be a group of mutually linked web
pages under the same domain name), so that this single web-
site will completely satisfy the user and call for no additional
information? If the answer is yes, the intent is navigational.
Otherwise the intent is informational.

In the end, we classified an intent into navigational only when
four or five assessors agreed that it is navigational. This is be-
cause, once an intent has been labelled as navigational, intent type-
sensitive evaluation metrics basically ignore “redundant” informa-
tion retrieved for that intent [11]. The inter-assessor agreement in
terms of Fleiss’ kappa was 0.4865 (confidence interval: 0.4611 to
0.5120) for Chinese and 0.2072 (confidence interval: 0.1809 to
0.2336) for Japanese. The low agreement for Japanese requires
further investigation. As for the navigational topics, the organis-
ers used the same criteria and labelled them ourselves through a
discussion. Figure 3 shows the INTENT-2 Chinese and Japanese
navigational topics. For these topics, subtopic clustering was not
applied: only the relevance of each subtopic string was assessed.
That is, each navigational topic contains exactly one intent, which
is navigational. For informational topics, we tried to include both
ambiguous and faceted topics.

We also deliberately devised topics that are common across Chi-
nese and Japanese, so that researchers can potentially conduct cross-
language search result diversification experiments. There is in fact
a one-to-one correspondence between the first 21 of the INTENT-2
Chinese and Japanese topics (0201-0221 from Chinese and 0301-
0321 from Japanese). We call them shared topics. Moreover, some
of the INTENT-2 topics were selected from past TREC Web Track
topics. We call them reused topics. Eleven of the shared topics are
also reused topics (0211-0221 and 0311-0321). In total, the Chi-
nese topic set contains 19 reused topics, while the Japanese topic
set contains 33. The complete lists are shown in Table 5.

Table 6 summarises the statistics of the INTENT-2 topics and in-
tents. As the topics we lost after relevance assessments (0266 for
Chinese and 0356, 0363, 0367, 0370, 0371 for Japanese) were all
navigational, note that the number of navigational topics and the
number of intents are accordingly smaller in the Document Rank-
ing column. Note that the statistics for the revised data are shown
in parentheses. For comparison, Table 7 shows similar statistics for
INTENT-1.
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Figure 3: Chinese and Japanese navigational topics.

2.2 Subtopic Mining Subtask
In this section, we provide more details on the construction of

the Subtopic Mining Test Collections (the grey arrows in Figure 1).
In Subtopic Mining, participants were asked to return a ranked

list of subtopic strings for each query. We provided the following
instruction on the INTENT-2 home page:

A subtopic string of a given query is a query that specialises
and/or disambiguates the search intent of the original query. If a
string returned in response to the query does neither, it is consid-
ered incorrect.

e.g.
original query: “harry potter” (underspecified)
subtopic string: “harry potter philosophers stone movie”
incorrect: “harry potter hp” (does not specialise)

e.g.
original query: “office” (ambiguous)
subtopic string: “office workplace”
incorrect: “office office” (does not disambiguate; does not spe-
cialise)

It is encouraged that participants submit subtopics of the form
“<originalquery><additionalstring>”

or
“<originalquery>[space]<additionalstring>”
whereover appropriate although we do allow subtopics that do
NOT contain the original query:

e.g.
original query: "avp"
subtopic string: "aliens vs predators."

As was mentioned earlier, the top 40 subtopic strings from ev-
ery run were included in the pool for each topic, and the subtopic
strings were manually clustered so as to form a set of intents. Each
substring belongs to exactly one cluster (which could be a “nonrel-
evant” cluster). We hired multiple assessors for the clustering task,
but each topic was entrusted to one assessor. We also asked the as-
sessors to provide a label for each cluster in the form “<originalquery>
<additionalstring>.” Figure 4 shows a screenshot of our new Subtopic
Clustering Interface. This interface lets the assessor form clusters
by drag and drop operations, label clusters, and put nonrelevant
strings into a special cluster called NONREL.

Having clustered the subtopics, we then hired ten assessors to
individually judge whether each cluster is important or not with re-
spect to the given query. Then, in contrast to INTENT-1 where we
had up to 24 intents for a single topic [16], we decided to select up
to 9 intents per topic based on the votes. If there was a tie across
this threshold, we removed the entire tie to ensure that it is not
exceeded. This change was made because search result diversifica-
tion is mainly about diversifying the first search engine result page,
which can only accommodate around 10 URLs. Figure 5 shows a
screenshot of our new Cluster Voting Interface.

Having thus obtained the set of intents for each query, we then
estimated the intent probabilities from the votes, using Eq. 2 from
the INTENT-1 Overview paper [16].

The number of intents and subtopic strings obtained for Subtopic
Mining are shown in Table 6. Due to the aforementioned bugs in
our files, the official subtopic strings and the revised ones differ in
number: the statistics for the latter are shown in parentheses. It
can be observed that we missed over 1,000 subtopic strings in our
official English SM evaluation. Similar statistics for INTENT-1 are
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Table 5: INTENT-2 reused topics.
TREC TopicID Chinese TopicID Japanese TopicID

13 0211 0311
14 0212 0312
21 0213 0313
27 0214 0314
28 0215 0315
34 0216 0316
36 0217 0317
43 0218 0318
44 0219 0319
75 0220 0320
97 0221 0321
9 0222 –

11 0223 –
18 0224 –
32 0226 –
39 0227 –
58 0228 –
61 0229 –
99 0230 –
4 – 0322

20 – 0323
23 – 0324
24 – 0325
31 – 0326
35 – 0327
42 – 0328
45 – 0329
52 – 0330
55 – 0331
60 – 0332
64 – 0333
65 – 0334
72 – 0335
73 – 0336
74 – 0337
78 – 0338
82 – 0339
83 – 0340
92 – 0341
93 – 0342
98 – 0343

shown in Table 7. It can be observed that, despite the use of deeper
pools, the the number of subtopic strings obtained at INTENT-2 is
considerably smaller, due to the limited number of participants.

Three types of runs were allowed in the Subtopic Mining Sub-
task:

R-run A Revived Run using a system from INTENT-1 (see Fig-
ure 1). Not applicable to English as INTENT-1 did not have
an English Subtask.

B-run Any run that uses the organisers’ Baseline non-diversified
Document Ranking run in any way. Not applicable to En-
glish as there is no baseline Document Ranking run for En-
glish.

A-run Any other run.

Participants were allowed to submit up to five new runs (i.e. B-
runs or A-runs) and two R-runs for each (subtask, language) pair.
Manual runs were not allowed.

Table 8 shows the number of runs submitted to the Subtopic Min-
ing subtask. Unfortunatley, as we did not receive any Revived Runs
in Subtopic Mining, the progress checking mechanism of Figure 2
does not work for this subtask.

Table 6: Statistics of the INTENT-2 topics and intents. Those
for the revised Subtopic Mining data are shown in parentheses.

Subtopic Document
Mining Ranking

English topics 50 –
intents 392 –
subtopic strings 4,157 (5,410) –

Chinese topics 98 97
nav topics 23 22
amb/faceted topics 23/52 23/52
shared topics 21 21
reused topics 19 19
intents 616 615
nav intents – 125
inf intents – 490
subtopic strings 6,251 (6,253) –
unique rel docs – 9,295

Japanese topics 100 95
nav topics 33 28
amb/faceted topics 27/40 27/40
shared topics 21 21
reused topics 33 33
intents 587 582
nav intents – 259
inf intents – 323
subtopic strings 2,979 (2,989) –
unique rel docs – 5,085

Table 7: Statistics of the INTENT-1 topics and intents.
Subtopic Document

Mining Ranking
Chinese topics 100 100

intents 917 917
subtopics 20,354 –
unique rel docs – 23,571

Japanese topics 100 100
intents 1,091 1,091
subtopics 4,103 –
unique rel docs – 19,841

2.3 Document Ranking Subtask
In this section, we provide more details on the construction of the

Document Ranking Test Collections (the black arrows in Figure 1).
In Document Ranking, participants were asked to return a ranked

list of URLs for each query. The target corpora are the same as
those used at INTENT-1: SogouT3 for Chinese and ClueWeb09-
JA4 for Japanese [16]. The task is similar to the TREC Web Track
Diversity Task, but differs in several aspects:

• Intent probabilities and per-intent graded relevance informa-
tion are utilised, as in INTENT-1;

• Participants were encouraged to selectively diversify search
results, as some of the topics are navigational and probably
do not require diversification;

• It was announced that we will also use intent type-sensitive
evaluation metrics in addition to the primary metrics from
INTENT-1, so that participants were encouraged to consider
whether each intent is navigational or informational.

In the Document Ranking Subtask also, participants were al-
lowed to submit up to five new runs (i.e. B-runs or A-runs) and
two R-runs for each (subtask, language) pair. Table 9 shows the
3http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/t.html
4http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/
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Table 8: INTENT-2 Subtopic Mining run types.
English Chinese Japanese

R-runs – 0 0
B-runs – 4 7
A-runs 34 19 7

Table 9: INTENT-2 Document Ranking run types.
Chinese Japanese

R-runs 1 2
B-runs 7 6
A-runs 4 0

number of runs submitted to Document Ranking. The three Re-
vived Runs that are usel for progress monitoring (Figure 2) are:
THUIR-D-C-R1 (from Tsinghua University), MSINT-D-J-R1 and
MSINT-D-J-R2 (from MSRA), which we shall discuss later.

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the Per-intent Relevance Assess-
ment Interface which was developed at INTENT-1. Following the
reusability study by Sakai et al. [12], we increased the pool depth
from 20 to 40 at INTENT-2, as was mentioned earlier5. Follow-
ing INTENT-1, every document was judged independently by two
assessors, and their assessments were consolidated to form five-
point-scale relevance data (L0-L4). Note that, unlike the Subtopic
Mining data, a document may be relevant to multiple intents, and
that these per-intent relevance assessments are graded. The maxi-
mum number of intents covered by a relevant document is six for
the Chinese data and eight for the Japanese data. Recall that we
have no more than nine intents for each INTENT-2 topic.

The number of unique relevant documents per topic summed
across the topic set for each Document Ranking Subtask is shown
in Table 6. Similar statistics for INTENT-1 are shown in Table 7.
Also, Tables 10 and 11 show the number of relevant documents by
relevance level for INTENT-2 and INTENT-1, respectively. Here,
note that a document is counted multiple times if it is relevant to
multiple intents. It can be observed that, despite the use of deeper
pools, the the number of relevant documents obtained at INTENT-2
is considerably smaller, due to the limited number of participants.

3. EVALUATION METRICS
This section briefly describes the evaluation metrics used for

ranking the INTENT-2 participating systems. Section 3.1 defines
the intent type-agnostic intent recall (I-rec), D-nDCG and D�-nDCG [14],
our primary metrics which were also used at INTENT-1. These
metrics were originally designed for Document Ranking, but we
use them for Subtopic Mining as well. Section 3.2 defines the in-
tent type-sensitive DIN-nDCG and P+Q [11], which we use as sup-
plementary metrics for evaluating Document Ranking.

All metric values reported in this paper were computed using
the NTCIREVAL toolkit [10]6. We use the document cutoff of l =

5Our pooling procedure was actually a little more complex than
taking the top 40 documents from every run. First, prior to the
run submission deadline, we conducted “pilot” binary relevance
assessments for the top 50 documents of our non-diversified base-
line runs, to identify some nonrelevant documents in advance.
Then, after creating depth-40 pools from the submitted runs, we
removed 1,276/1,295 (topic, nonrelevant document) pairs from the
Chinese/Japanese pools, to reduce the assessment cost in the latter
stage. This is because NII encouraged the organisers to “spread
the money spending evenly across the task running period” due to
some budget constraints. In short, we judged more than just top 40
documents of every run.
6http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/tools/

Table 10: INTENT-2 relevance assessment statistics.
Chinese (97 topics) Japanese (95 topics)

L4 224 1,596
L3 613 1,545
L2 7,265 2,779
L1 6,667 3,824
total 14,769 9,744

Table 11: INTENT-1 relevance assessment statistics.
Chinese (100 topics) Japanese (100 topics)

L4 1,436 2,201
L3 2,557 2,955
L2 7,382 6,463
L1 12,196 8,222
total 23,571 19,841

10 throughout this paper, as a post hoc analysis of the INTENT-1
runs showed that run rankings and significance test results based on
l = 30 are not so reliable, at least when the pool depth is 20 [12].
Recall, however, that we have increased the pool depth to 40 for
both subtasks of INTENT-2.

3.1 Intent Type-Agnostic Metrics
Let I be the set of known intents for a given query q, and let

I ′(⊆ I) be the set of intents covered by a ranked list. Then I-rec =
|I ′|/|I |. For each i ∈ I , let Pr(i|q) denote its intent probability,
and let gi(r) be the gain value of the item at rank r with respect
to i, which we we define as x if the item is Lx-relevant to i and 0
otherwise (e.g., 4 if L4-relevant). The “global gain” for this item is
defined as:

GG(r) =
∑

i

Pr(i|q)gi(r) . (1)

The “globally ideal” ranked list is obtained by sorting all relevant
items by the global gain. Let GG∗(r) denote the global gain in this
ideal list. D-nDCG at cutoff l is defined as:

D-nDCG@l =

∑l
r=1 GG(r)/ log(r + 1)

∑l
r=1 GG∗(r)/ log(r + 1)

. (2)

I-rec is a pure diversity metric for set retrieval, while D-nDCG is
an overall relevance metric for ranked retrieval. Hence, we plot D-
nDCG against I-rec to compare participating systems. Moreover,
we compute our primary metric by summarising the graph:

D�-nDCG = γI-rec + (1− γ)D-nDCG (3)

where we let γ = 0.5 throughout this paper. The advantages of D�-
nDCG over other diversity measures are discussed elsewhere [14,
15].

D-nDCG and D�-nDCG were originally designed for Document
Ranking evaluation, as illustrated in Figure 7(a). However, we also
use it for Subtopic Mining. Note that, in the case of Subtopic Min-
ing, each subtopic string is relevant to no more than one intent and
the relevance labels are binary, as illustrated in Figure 7(b). Thus
Eq. 1 reduces to the probability of one particular intent. That is,
D-nDCG reduces to traditional nDCG where the gain value of each
document is exactly the intent probability of the intent to which that
document is relevant.

ntcireval-en.html
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Figure 4: Subtopic Clustering Interface developed by Takehiro Yamamoto (Japanese Topic 0301 “projector”).

Figure 5: Cluster Voting Interface developed by Takehiro Yamamoto (Japanese Topic 0301 “projector”).

Figure 6: Per-intent Relevance Assessment Interface developed at INTENT-1 by Qinglei Wang (Japanese Topic 0301 “projector”).
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Q: the beatles rock band (Topic 0407=TREC web topic 157) 
#Intents=7 
       music, songs, history, albums, photos, instruments, member 
Intent probabilities: 
       0.16     0.16    0.16       0.13        0.13      0.13                0.13 

L2-Relevant 

(a) A Document Ranking run that covers 3 intents (I-rec=3/7) 

L1-Relevant L1-Relevant L0 

L0 L0 

L0 L0 

history 

L2-Relevant 

photos instruments 

URL1 

URL2 

URL3 

GG=0.16*1+0.13*1 

GG=0.16*2 

GG=0.13*2 

L1-Relevant 

(b) A Subtopic Mining run that covers 3 intents (I-rec=3/7) 

L1-Relevant L0 

L0 L0 

L0 L0 

history 

L1-Relevant 

photos instruments 

Subtopic1 GG=0.13 

GG=0.16 

GG=0.13 

L0 

Subtopic2 

Subtopic3 

Figure 7: Computing D-nDCG for Document Ranking and
Subtopic Mining: examples.

3.2 Intent Type-Sensitive Metrics
While the aforementioned intent type-agnostic metrics aim at al-

locating more space in the search result page to documents that
are highly relevant to popular intents, they do not consider whether
each intent is informational or navigational. It is possible that ex-
actly one URL slot in the search result page is needed for a naviga-
tional intent, while more URL slots will help for an informational
intent. Intent type-sensitive metrics were designed to optimise di-
versification from this viewpoint.

DIN-nDCG is a type-sensitive variant of D-nDCG, which is de-
fined as follows. Let {i} and {j} denote the sets of informational
and navigational intents for query q, and let isnew j(r) = 1 if there
is no document relevant to the navigational intent j between ranks
1 and r− 1, and isnew j(r) = 0 otherwise. We redefine the global
gain as:

GGDIN (r) =
∑

i

Pr(i|q)gi(r) +
∑

j

isnew j(r)Pr(j|q)gj(r) .

(4)
That is, in this formulation of the global gain, “redundant” relevant
documents for informational intents are ignored. Then DIN-nDCG
is defined as:

DIN -nDCG@l =

∑l
r=1 GGDIN (r)/ log(r + 1)

∑l
r=1 GG∗(r)/ log(r + 1)

. (5)

Clearly, DIN -nDCG ≤ D-nDCG holds.
The second intent type-sensitive metric we use, P+Q, is a gen-

eralisation of the intent-aware approach to diversity evaluation [1].
The difference is that P+Q switches between two different metrics
depending on whether each intent is informational or navigational.

First, we define two existing metrics for traditional ranked re-
trieval. Let J(r) = 0 if a document at rank r is nonrelevant to
the query and J(r) = 1 otherwise. Let C(r) =

∑r
k=1 J(k). Let

g(r) denote the gain at rank r of the system output, and let g∗(r)
denote the gain at rank k of the ideal output (i.e., a list sorted by
the gain value), respectively. Then the blended ratio at rank r, a
graded-relevance version of precision, is defined as:

BR(r) =
C(r) + β

∑r
k=1 g(k)

r + β
∑r

k=1 g
∗(k)

(6)

L1-Relevant 

L2-Relevant 

L0 

L1-Relevant 

L0 

L2-Relevant 

L0 

L0 

L1-Relevant 

L0 

rp: Preferred Rank 

l: Document Cutoff 

50% of users 

50% of users 

20% of users 

20% of users 

20% of users 

20% of users 

20% of users 

Stopping probability 
distribution of Q@l 

Stopping probability 
distribution of P+@l 

Figure 8: Stopping probability distributions for Q and P+.

where β (≥ 0) is a user persistence parameter which is set to 1
throughout this study. Moreover, let rp be the rank of the document
that is most relevant within 1 ≤ rp ≤ l and is closest to the top.
Then, the following metrics can be defined7.:

P+@l =
1

C(rp)

rp∑

r=1

J(r)BR(r) (7)

Q@l =
1

min(l, R)

L∑

r=1

J(r)BR(r) . (8)

The only difference between these two metrics is the stopping prob-
ability distribution over ranks [13]: Q assumes a uniform distribu-
tion across all relevant documents retrieved above l; P+ assumes a
uniform distribution across all relevant documents retrieved above
rp. Figure 8 illustrates this with an example ranked list with l =
10.

The above definitions of Q and P+ suggest that they are suitable
for informational and navigational needs, respectively. Hence, we
define P+Q for diversity evaluation as follows:

P+Q@l =
∑

i

Pr(i|q)Qi@l +
∑

j

Pr(j|q)P+
j (9)

where Qi is computed for each informational intent i and P+
j is

computed for each navigational intent j.
While Sakai [11] also proposed to combine DIN-nDCG and P+Q

with intent recall, we omit that particular approach here as the re-
sultant metrics are very highly correlated with D�-nDCG and I-rec.

7P+ is defined to be 0 if there is no relevant document within [1, l].
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Table 12: Discriminative power results for the Subtopic Min-
ing evaluation (randomised two-sided Tukey’s HSD test at α =
0.05; official).

disc. power delta
(a) English (50 topics; 34 ∗ 33/2 = 561 run pairs)
D�-nDCG 184/561=32.8% 0.13
I-rec 182/561=32.4% 0.14
D-nDCG 160/561=28.5% 0.14
(b) Chinese (98 topics; 23 ∗ 22/2 = 253 run pairs)
D-nDCG 50/253=19.8% 0.09
D�-nDCG 45/253=17.8% 0.08
I-rec 34/253=13.4% 0.09
(c) Japanese (100 topics; 14 ∗ 13/2 = 91 run pairs)
D-nDCG 30/91=33.0% 0.09
D�-nDCG 26/91=28.6% 0.09
I-rec 25/91=27.5% 0.09

4. OFFICIAL SUBTOPIC MINING RESULTS
As we have mentioned earlier, our official results are based on

files that contained some bugs (see Table 6). This section reports
on the subtopic mining results before the bug fix.

First, Table 12 summarises the discriminative power results of
I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG for the Suptopic Mining evaluation,
using a randomised version of the two-sided Tukey’s Honestly Sig-
nificant Differences (HSD) test at α = 0.05, with the estimated
delta in mean performances required to achieve statistical signifi-
cance [8, 11]. Discriminative power counts the number of statisti-
cally significant differences between run pairs, and reflects the sta-
bility of evaluation metrics across topics. The actual significance
test results are shown in the Appendix. Detailed results for the En-
glish, Chinese and Japanese Subtopic Mining runs are discussed
below.

4.1 Official English Subtopic Mining Results
Table 13 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG per-

formances of the English Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 27 in the Appendix shows the
SYSDESC fields [16] of these runs8. Figure 9 shows the correspond-
ing I-rec/D-nDCG graph [16]. It can be observed that (a) hultech-
S-E-1A is the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG);
(b) THUIR-S-E-1A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e.
I-rec); and (c) THUIR-S-E-1A is the overall winner in terms of
D�-nDCG. However, the difference between these two runs in D�-
nDCG is not statistically significant. More generally, in terms of
D�-nDCG, hultech, KLE, ORG, SEM12 and THCIB all have at
least one run that is statistically indistinguishable from THUIR-S-
E-1A (see Figure 33 in the Appendix). Whereas, all runs from LIA
and TUTA1 significantly underperform this top run.

According to Table 27, THUIR-S-E-1A combines THUIR-S-E-
2A, THUIR-S-E-3A and THUIR-S-E-4A. But the five runs from
THUIR are statistically indistinguishable from one another in terms
of D(�)-nDCG and I-rec.

Figure 10 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances.

4.2 Official Chinese Subtopic Mining Results
Table 14 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG per-

formances of the Chinese Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 28 in the Appendix shows the

8INTENT run file formats are similar to TREC, except that every
file is required to start with a brief system description.

Table 13: English Subtopic Mining runs ranked by mean D�-
nDCG@10 over 50 topics (official). The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
THUIR-S-E-1A 0.4107 0.3498 0.3803
THUIR-S-E-3A 0.3971 0.3492 0.3732
THUIR-S-E-2A 0.3908 0.3506 0.3707
THUIR-S-E-4A 0.3842 0.3517 0.3680
THUIR-S-E-5A 0.3748 0.3550 0.3649
THCIB-S-E-2A 0.3797 0.3499 0.3648
KLE-S-E-4A 0.3951 0.3282 0.3617
THCIB-S-E-1A 0.3785 0.3384 0.3584
hultech-S-E-1A 0.3099 0.3991 0.3545
THCIB-S-E-3A 0.3681 0.3383 0.3532
THCIB-S-E-5A 0.3662 0.3215 0.3438
THCIB-S-E-4A 0.3502 0.3323 0.3413
KLE-S-E-2A 0.3772 0.3028 0.3400
hultech-S-E-4A 0.3141 0.3566 0.3353
ORG-S-E-4A 0.3350 0.3156 0.3253
SEM12-S-E-1A 0.3318 0.3094 0.3206
SEM12-S-E-2A 0.3380 0.3020 0.3200
SEM12-S-E-4A 0.3328 0.2994 0.3161
SEM12-S-E-5A 0.3259 0.2977 0.3118
ORG-S-E-3A 0.3366 0.2842 0.3104
KLE-S-E-3A 0.3140 0.2895 0.3018
KLE-S-E-1A 0.2954 0.2719 0.2836
ORG-S-E-2A 0.2789 0.2564 0.2677
SEM12-S-E-3A 0.2933 0.2258 0.2595
hultech-S-E-3A 0.2475 0.2498 0.2486
ORG-S-E-1A 0.2398 0.2203 0.2300
ORG-S-E-5A 0.2532 0.1976 0.2254
hultech-S-E-2A 0.2263 0.2180 0.2221
TUTA1-S-E-1A 0.1892 0.1756 0.1824
LIA-S-E-4A 0.1655 0.1740 0.1698
TUTA1-S-E-2A 0.1724 0.1569 0.1646
LIA-S-E-2A 0.0278 0.0380 0.0329
LIA-S-E-3A 0.0298 0.0261 0.0280
LIA-S-E-1A 0.0213 0.0296 0.0255

SYSDESC fields of these runs. Figure 11 shows the correspond-
ing I-rec/D-nDCG graph. It can be observed that (a) THUIR-S-
C-3A is the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG);
(b) TUTA1-S-C-1A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e.
I-rec); and (c) TUTA1-S-C-1A is the overall winner in terms of
D�-nDCG. However, the difference between these two runs in D�-
nDCG is not statistically significant. More generally, in terms of
D�-nDCG, ICRCS, KECIR, ORG, THUIR and THUIS (i.e. all
of the other teams that participated in Chinese Subtopic Mining)
all have at least one run that is statistically indistingushable from
TUTA1-S-C-1A (see Figure 37 in the Appendix). In short, the six
teams are statistically indistinguishable from one another.

Figure 12 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances. The six topics indicated with baloons in the figure, for
which the D�-nDCG values are one, are all navigational topics that
had exactly one intent (see Figure 3). For these topics, if a system
manages to return one relevant subtopic at rank 1, then I-rec = 1;
also, recall that D-nDCG reduces to the traditional nDCG. Thus,
if the top 10 subtopics strings are all relevant to the query, then
D-nDCG = 1 and therefore D�-nDCG = (1 + 1)/2 = 1.
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Figure 9: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for English Subtopic Mining
(official).
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Figure 10: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for English
Subtopic Mining (official).

4.3 Official Japanese Subtopic Mining Results
Table 15 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG perfor-

mances of the Japanese Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 29 in the Appendix shows the
SYSDESC fields of these runs. Figure 13 shows the corresponding
I-rec/D-nDCG graph. It can be observed that (a) ORG-S-J-3A is
the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG); (b) ORG-
S-J-5A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e. I-rec); and
(c) ORG-S-J-3A is the overall winner in terms of D�-nDCG. How-
ever, the difference between these two runs in D�-nDCG is not sta-
tistically significant9. More generally, in terms of D�-nDCG, both
KLE and MSINT (i.e. all of the other teams that participated in
Japanese Subtopic Mining) have at least one run that is statisti-
cally indistinguishable from ORG-S-J-3A (see Figure 41 in the
Appendix). In short, the three teams are statistically indistinguish-
able from one another.

9ORG-S-J-3A uses Google query completions while ORG-S-J-
5A combines query completions from multiple search engines in-
cluding Google (see Table 29 in the Appendix).

Table 14: Chinese Subtopic Mining runs ranked by mean D�-
nDCG@10 over 98 topics (official). The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
TUTA1-S-C-1A 0.4184 0.4686 0.4435
THUIS-S-C-1A 0.3881 0.4923 0.4402
THUIR-S-C-3A 0.3786 0.4987 0.4386
TUTA1-S-C-2A 0.4030 0.4655 0.4343
THUIS-S-C-4A 0.4036 0.4620 0.4328
THUIR-S-C-5A 0.3892 0.4757 0.4324
THUIR-S-C-1A 0.3839 0.4802 0.4321
THUIR-S-C-2A 0.3839 0.4775 0.4307
THUIR-S-C-4A 0.3792 0.4698 0.4245
ICRCS-S-C-3A 0.4046 0.4413 0.4229
THUIS-S-C-3A 0.3953 0.4504 0.4228
ICRCS-S-C-1A 0.3821 0.4219 0.4020
ORG-S-C-1A 0.3644 0.4336 0.3990
ORG-S-C-4A 0.3334 0.4516 0.3925
THUIS-S-C-2A 0.3622 0.4157 0.3890
ORG-S-C-3A 0.3366 0.4407 0.3886
ICRCS-S-C-2A 0.3704 0.4024 0.3864
KECIR-S-C-2B 0.3743 0.3941 0.3842
ORG-S-C-5A 0.3091 0.4175 0.3633
ORG-S-C-2A 0.3163 0.4098 0.3630
KECIR-S-C-1B 0.3341 0.3763 0.3552
KECIR-S-C-3B 0.3001 0.3227 0.3114
KECIR-S-C-4B 0.2917 0.3081 0.2999

Table 15: Official Japanese Subtopic Mining runs ranked by
mean D�-nDCG@10 over 100 topics (official). The highest
value in each column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
ORG-S-J-3A 0.3331 0.3150 0.3241
MSINT-S-J-4A 0.2988 0.3085 0.3036
MSINT-S-J-1B 0.2969 0.3058 0.3013
ORG-S-J-5A 0.3353 0.2469 0.2911
MSINT-S-J-3A 0.2746 0.2980 0.2863
ORG-S-J-1A 0.2753 0.2868 0.2811
KLE-S-J-1B 0.2596 0.2639 0.2618
KLE-S-J-3B 0.2518 0.2715 0.2617
MSINT-S-J-2B 0.2659 0.2494 0.2576
ORG-S-J-2A 0.2089 0.2602 0.2345
MSINT-S-J-5B 0.2354 0.2335 0.2344
KLE-S-J-4B 0.2135 0.1658 0.1897
KLE-S-J-2B 0.2034 0.1638 0.1836
ORG-S-J-4A 0.1037 0.1071 0.1054

Figure 14 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances. Again, the ten topics indicated with baloons in the fig-
ure, for which the D�-nDCG values are one, are all navigational
topics that had exactly one intent (See Figure 3).
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Figure 11: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Chinese Subtopic Mining
(official).
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Figure 12: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for Chinese
Subtopic Mining (official).
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Figure 13: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Japanese Subtopic Mining
(official).
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Subtopic Mining (official).
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Table 16: Kendall’s rank correlation between the official rank-
ing and the revised ranking.

I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG
English .943 .900 .914
Chinese 1 .992 1
Japanse 1 1/1 .978

Table 17: Discriminative power results for the Subtopic Min-
ing evaluation (randomised two-sided Tukey’s HSD test at α =
0.05; revised).

disc. power delta
(a) English (50 topics; 34 ∗ 33/2 = 561 run pairs)
I-rec 186/561=33.2% 0.14
D�-nDCG 182/561=32.4% 0.14
D-nDCG 174/561=31.0% 0.16
(b) Chinese (98 topics; 23 ∗ 22/2 = 253 run pairs)
D-nDCG 52/253=20.6% 0.09
D�-nDCG 45/253=17.8% 0.08
I-rec 34/253=13.4% 0.09
(c) Japanese (100 topics; 14 ∗ 13/2 = 91 run pairs)
D-nDCG 28/91=30.8% 0.09
D�-nDCG 26/91=28.6% 0.09
I-rec 25/91=27.5% 0.09

Table 18: Comparison of significance test results between of-
ficial and revised (randomised two-sided Tukey’s HSD test at
α = 0.05).

official−revised official∩revised revised−official
(a) English (50 topics; 34 ∗ 33/2 = 561 run pairs)
I-rec 7 175 11
D-nDCG 15 145 29
D�-nDCG 14 170 12
(b) Chinese (98 topics; 23 ∗ 22/2 = 253 run pairs)
I-rec 0 34 0
D-nDCG 0 50 0
D�-nDCG 0 45 0
(c) Japanese (100 topics; 14 ∗ 13/2 = 91 run pairs)
I-rec 0 25 0
D-nDCG 2 28 0
D�-nDCG 0 26 0

5. REVISED SUBTOPIC MINING RESULTS
As we have mentioned earlier, our official results are based on

files that contained some bugs (see Table 6). This section reports
on the subtopic mining results after the bug fix.

Tabl 16 compares the run rankings before and after the bug fix
in terms of Kendall’s rank correlation. Note that a rank correlation
of one means identical rankings. Unfortunately, it can be observed
that the bugs did affect the rankings. The effect on the English
results are larger than that on Chinese and Japanese, reflecting the
number of subtopic strings that we originally missed (see Table 6).

Table 17 summarises the discriminative power results of I-rec,
D-nDCG and D�-nDCG for the Suptopic Mining evaluation, in a
way similar to Table 12. The actual significance test results are
shown in the Appendix. Table 18 compares the significance test re-
sults before and after the bug fix. For example, “official−revised”
represents run pairs that were significantly different in the offi-
cial results but not in the revised results. It can be observed that
there are considerable discrepancies for the English results, and that
two significantly different pairs were lost after the bug fix for the
Japanese results with D-nDCG; the Chinese results are not affected
at all. Run pairs that showed discordant significance test results are
also listed up in the Appendix.

Table 19: English Subtopic Mining runs ranked by mean D�-
nDCG@10 over 50 topics (revised). The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
THUIR-S-E-4A 0.4364 0.5062 0.4713
THUIR-S-E-1A 0.4512 0.4775 0.4644
THUIR-S-E-5A 0.4253 0.4893 0.4573
THUIR-S-E-2A 0.4333 0.4795 0.4564
THCIB-S-E-1A 0.4431 0.4657 0.4544
THUIR-S-E-3A 0.4346 0.4726 0.4536
THCIB-S-E-2A 0.4308 0.4744 0.4526
hultech-S-E-1A 0.3680 0.5368 0.4524
KLE-S-E-4A 0.4457 0.4401 0.4429
THCIB-S-E-3A 0.4248 0.4557 0.4403
THCIB-S-E-4A 0.4100 0.4521 0.4310
THCIB-S-E-5A 0.4144 0.4441 0.4292
hultech-S-E-4A 0.3688 0.4807 0.4248
KLE-S-E-2A 0.4292 0.4159 0.4225
SEM12-S-E-2A 0.3777 0.4250 0.4014
SEM12-S-E-1A 0.3780 0.4233 0.4007
ORG-S-E-4A 0.3815 0.3829 0.3822
ORG-S-E-3A 0.3841 0.3735 0.3788
KLE-S-E-3A 0.3676 0.3661 0.3668
SEM12-S-E-4A 0.3727 0.3471 0.3599
SEM12-S-E-5A 0.3659 0.3445 0.3552
KLE-S-E-1A 0.3529 0.3540 0.3535
SEM12-S-E-3A 0.3403 0.3573 0.3488
ORG-S-E-5A 0.3181 0.3365 0.3273
ORG-S-E-2A 0.3268 0.3231 0.3250
hultech-S-E-3A 0.3045 0.3345 0.3195
ORG-S-E-1A 0.2787 0.3068 0.2927
hultech-S-E-2A 0.2697 0.2986 0.2841
TUTA1-S-E-1A 0.2181 0.2577 0.2379
LIA-S-E-4A 0.2000 0.2753 0.2376
TUTA1-S-E-2A 0.1865 0.2327 0.2096
LIA-S-E-2A 0.0328 0.0474 0.0401
LIA-S-E-1A 0.0291 0.0420 0.0355
LIA-S-E-3A 0.0377 0.0329 0.0353

5.1 Revised English Subtopic Mining Results
Table 19 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG per-

formances of the English Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 27 in the Appendix shows the
SYSDESC fields of these runs. Figure 15 shows the correspond-
ing I-rec/D-nDCG graph. It can be observed that (a) hultech-S-
E-1A is the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG);
(b) THUIR-S-E-1A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e.
I-rec); and (c) THUIR-S-E-4A is the overall winner in terms of
D�-nDCG, whereas the official overall winner was THUIR-S-E-
1A. However, these three runs are statistically indistinguishable in
terms of D�-nDCG. More generally, in terms of D�-nDCG, hul-
tech, KLE, ORG, SEM12 and THCIB all have at least one run that
is statistically indistinguishable from THUIR-S-E-4A (see Figure 34
in the Appendix). Whereas, all runs from LIA and TUTA1 signifi-
cantly underperform this top run.

According to Table 27, THUIR-S-E-1A combines THUIR-S-E-
2A, THUIR-S-E-3A and THUIR-S-E-4A. But the five runs from
THUIR are statistically indistinguishable from one another in terms
of D(�)-nDCG and I-rec.

The above main findings with the revised English Subtopic Min-
ing results are the same as the ones with the official results, except
that the top performer in terms of mean D�-nDCG is now THUIR-
S-E-4A instead of THUIR-S-E-1A. But recall that the five THUIR
runs are statistically indistinguishable from one another with both
official and revised results.
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Figure 15: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for English Subtopic Mining
(revised).
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Figure 16: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for English
Subtopic Mining (revised).

5.2 Revised Chinese Subtopic Mining Results
Table 20 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG per-

formances of the Chinese Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 28 in the Appendix shows the
SYSDESC fields of these runs. Figure 17 shows the correspond-
ing I-rec/D-nDCG graph, which is virtually indistinguishable from
Figure 11 (official results). It can be observed that (a) THUIR-S-
C-3A is the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG);
(b) TUTA1-S-C-1A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e.
I-rec); and (c) TUTA1-S-C-1A is the overall winner in terms of
D�-nDCG. However, the difference between these two runs in D�-
nDCG is not statistically significant. More generally, in terms of
D�-nDCG, ICRCS, KECIR, ORG, THUIR and THUIS (i.e. all
of the other teams that participated in Chinese Subtopic Mining)
all have at least one run that is statistically indistingushable from
TUTA1-S-C-1A (see Figure 37 in the Appendix). In short, the six
teams are statistically indistinguishable from one another.

All of the above findings are in agreement with the official re-
sults. Recall that the significant test results with D(�)-nDCG and

Table 20: Chinese Subtopic Mining runs ranked by mean D�-
nDCG@10 over 98 topics (revised). The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
TUTA1-S-C-1A 0.4184 0.4714 0.4449
THUIS-S-C-1A 0.3881 0.4963 0.4422
THUIR-S-C-3A 0.3786 0.5028 0.4407
TUTA1-S-C-2A 0.4030 0.4694 0.4362
THUIS-S-C-4A 0.4036 0.4658 0.4347
THUIR-S-C-5A 0.3892 0.4798 0.4345
THUIR-S-C-1A 0.3839 0.4843 0.4341
THUIR-S-C-2A 0.3839 0.4816 0.4327
THUIR-S-C-4A 0.3792 0.4739 0.4266
ICRCS-S-C-3A 0.4046 0.4440 0.4243
THUIS-S-C-3A 0.3953 0.4531 0.4242
ICRCS-S-C-1A 0.3821 0.4258 0.4039
ORG-S-C-1A 0.3644 0.4361 0.4003
ORG-S-C-4A 0.3334 0.4540 0.3937
THUIS-S-C-2A 0.3622 0.4194 0.3908
ORG-S-C-3A 0.3366 0.4440 0.3903
ICRCS-S-C-2A 0.3704 0.4044 0.3874
KECIR-S-C-2B 0.3743 0.3965 0.3854
ORG-S-C-5A 0.3091 0.4210 0.3650
ORG-S-C-2A 0.3163 0.4137 0.3650
KECIR-S-C-1B 0.3341 0.3799 0.3570
KECIR-S-C-3B 0.3001 0.3231 0.3116
KECIR-S-C-4B 0.2917 0.3085 0.3001

Table 21: Japanese Subtopic Mining runs ranked by mean D�-
nDCG@10 over 100 topics (revised). The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
ORG-S-J-3A 0.3331 0.3150 0.3241
MSINT-S-J-4A 0.2988 0.3085 0.3036
MSINT-S-J-1B 0.2969 0.3058 0.3013
ORG-S-J-5A 0.3353 0.2469 0.2911
MSINT-S-J-3A 0.2746 0.2980 0.2863
ORG-S-J-1A 0.2753 0.2868 0.2811
KLE-S-J-1B 0.2607 0.2656 0.2632
KLE-S-J-3B 0.2529 0.2726 0.2628
MSINT-S-J-2B 0.2659 0.2494 0.2576
MSINT-S-J-5B 0.2370 0.2341 0.2356
ORG-S-J-2A 0.2089 0.2610 0.2349
KLE-S-J-4B 0.2146 0.1687 0.1917
KLE-S-J-2B 0.2034 0.1667 0.1851
ORG-S-J-4A 0.1037 0.1071 0.1054

I-rec are identical before and after the bug fix for Chinese Subtopic
Mining.

Figure 18 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances, which is virtually indistinguishable from Figure 12 (the
official results). The same six topics indicated with baloons in the
figure, for which the D�-nDCG values are one, are all navigational
topics that had exactly one intent (see Figure 3).

5.3 Revised Japanese Subtopic Mining Results
Table 21 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG and D�-nDCG perfor-

mances of the Japanese Subtopic Mining runs, where mean D�-
nDCG is used as the sort key. Table 29 in the Appendix shows the
SYSDESC fields of these runs. Figure 19 shows the corresponding
I-rec/D-nDCG graph, which is virtually indistinguishable from Fig-
ure 11 (official results). It can be observed that (a) ORG-S-J-3A is
the top performer in terms of relevance (i.e. D-nDCG); (b) ORG-
S-J-5A is the top performer in terms of diversity (i.e. I-rec); and
(c) ORG-S-J-3A is the overall winner in terms of D�-nDCG. How-
ever, the difference between these two runs in D�-nDCG is not
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Figure 17: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Chinese Subtopic Mining
(revised).
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Figure 18: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for Chinese
Subtopic Mining (revised).

statistically significant10. More generally, in terms of D�-nDCG,
both KLE and MSINT (i.e. all of the other teams that participated
in Japanese Subtopic Mining) have at least one run that is statis-
tically indistinguishable from ORG-S-J-3A (see Figure 41 in the
Appendix). In short, the three teams are statistically indistinguish-
able from one another.

All of the above findings are in agreement with the official re-
sults. Recall that the significant test results with D�-nDCG are
identical before and after the bug fix for Japanese Subtopic Min-
ing.

Figure 20 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances, which is virtually indistinguishable from Figure 14 (the
official results). The same ten topics indicated with baloons in the
figure, for which the D�-nDCG values are one, are all navigational
topics that had exactly one intent (See Figure 3).

10ORG-S-J-3A uses Google query completions while ORG-S-J-
5A combines query completions from multiple search engines in-
cluding Google (see Table 29 in the Appendix).
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Figure 19: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Japanese Subtopic Mining
(revised).
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Subtopic Mining (revised).
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Table 22: Discriminative power results for the Document Rank-
ing evaluation (randomised two-sided Tukey’s HSD test at α =
0.05).

disc. power delta
(a) Chinese (97 topics; 12 ∗ 11/2 = 66 run pairs)
I-rec 32/66=48.5% 0.09
D�-nDCG 24/66=36.4% 0.08
D-nDCG 11/66=16.7% 0.09
P+Q 11/66=16.7% 0.09
DIN-nDCG 8/66=12.1% 0.07
(b) Japanese (95 topics; 8 ∗ 7/2 = 28 run pairs)
DIN-nDCG 9/28=32.1% 0.04
D-nDCG 8/28=28.6% 0.04
D�-nDCG 7/28=25.0% 0.05
P+Q 4/28=14.3% 0.04
I-rec 2/28=7.1% 0.08

6. DOCUMENT RANKING RESULTS
First, Table 22 summarises the discriminative power results of I-

rec, D-nDCG, D�-nDCG, DIN-nDCG and P+Q for the Document
Ranking evaluation, using a randomised version of the two-sided
Tukey’s HSD test at α = 0.05, with the estimated delta in mean
performances required to achieve statistical significance. The ac-
tual significance test results are shown in the Appendix. Detailed
results for the Chinese and Japanese Document Ranking runs are
discussed below.

6.1 Chinese Document Ranking Results
Table 23 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG, D�-nDCG performances

of the Chinese Document Ranking runs, where mean D�-nDCG is
used as the sort key. In addition, the mean performances accord-
ing to the intent type-sensitive metrics DIN-nDCG and P+Q are
also shown. Table 30 in the Appendix shows the SYSDESC fields
of these runs. Figure 21 shows the corresponding I-rec/D-nDCG
graph. It can be observed that THUIR-D-C-1A is the winner in
terms of all five metrics. In terms of D�-nDCG, it significantly out-
performs BASELINE-D-C-1 (p ≤ 0.001). However, KECIR has
two runs that are statistically indistinguishable from THUIR-D-C-
1A in terms of D�-nDCG (See Figure 44 in the Appendix). Accord-
ing to Table 30, THUIR-D-C-1A applies click-based reranking to
THUIR-D-C-2A, but the gain in D�-nDCG is not statistically sig-
nificant.

Unfortunately, none of the new runs from THUIR significantly
outperforms its Revived Run THUIR-D-C-R1 (see Figure 2). There-
fore, we cannot conclude from these experiments that there has
been substantial progress compared to INTENT-1.

Figure 22 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances. The five topics indicated with baloons, for which the
Maxium D�-nDCG values were the highest, are all navigational
topics with only one intent. Recall that for such topics, D-nDCG
reduces to nDCG, and that it suffices to retrieve just one relevant
document to achieve an I-rec of one.

Figure 23 shows the correlation between the type-agnostic D-
nDCG and the type-sensitive DIN-nDCG/P+Q when ranking the
Chinese Document Ranking runs. It can be observed that the cor-
relation between D-nDCG and DIN-nDCG is higher than that be-
tween D-nDCG and P+Q. The correlation between D-nDCG and
DIN-nDCG is particularly high for this test collection as only a
small fraction of the subtopics is navigational (125 out of 615=
20%, as shown in Table 6): recall that DIN-nDCG is equal to D-
nDCG if all subtopics are informational.

Figure 24 compares the per-topic D-nDCG/DIN-nDCG/P+Q val-
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Figure 21: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Chinese Document Rank-
ing.
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Figure 22: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for Chinese Doc-
ument Ranking.

ues for THUIR-D-C-1A, our top performer. Five instances where
the P+Q values are one are indicated with baloons. These topics
are all navigational, so P+Q reduces to P+. Thus, if an L4-relevant
document (i.e. document with the highest relevance level) is re-
trieved at rank 1, P+Q equals one for these topics.

Table 24 compares the performances of our Revived Run, THUIR-
D-C-R1, across INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 (see Figure 2). We used
a two-sample unpaired bootstrap test [8] to see whether the two
topic sets are statistically significantly different. As indicated in
the table, Only the difference in D-nDCG was statistically signifi-
cant at α = 0.10 (p = 0.087). Judging from these limited results
alone, it appears that the two topic sets are more or less comparable.
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Table 23: Chinese Document Ranking runs ranked by mean D�-nDCG@10 over 97 topics. The highest value in each column is shown
in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10 DIN-nDCG@10 P+Q
THUIR-D-C-1A 0.7288 0.4218 0.5753 0.2868 0.2667
THUIR-D-C-2A 0.7258 0.4201 0.5729 0.2865 0.2663
THUIR-D-C-3A 0.7247 0.4207 0.5727 0.2858 0.2653
THUIR-D-C-R1 0.7085 0.4096 0.5590 0.2806 0.2569
KECIR-D-C-3B 0.6366 0.3998 0.5182 0.2789 0.2218
THUIR-D-C-4A 0.6731 0.3587 0.5159 0.2611 0.2203
KECIR-D-C-5B 0.6239 0.4062 0.5150 0.2803 0.2320
KECIR-D-C-4B 0.6095 0.3914 0.5005 0.2741 0.2134
KECIR-D-C-1B 0.6095 0.3914 0.5005 0.2741 0.2134
THUIR-D-C-5B 0.6313 0.3571 0.4942 0.2406 0.2298
BASELINE-D-C-1 0.6087 0.3676 0.4882 0.2485 0.2340
KECIR-D-C-2B 0.5204 0.2672 0.3938 0.2120 0.1331

Table 24: THUIR Revived Run performances for the INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 topic sets. Only the difference in D-nDCG is
statistically significant at α = 0.10 according to an unpaired bootstrap test: the p-value is shown below.

I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
INTENT-1 INTENT-2 INTENT-1 INTENT-2 INTENT-1 INTENT-2

THUIR-D-C-R1 0.6861 0.7085 0.4573 (p = .087) 0.4096 0.5717 0.5590
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Figure 23: Correlation between D-nDCG and DIN-nDCG/P+Q
for Chinese Document Ranking.
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Figure 24: Per-topic D-nDCG/DIN-nDCG/P+Q performances
for THUIR-D-C-1A.
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6.2 Japanese Document Ranking Results
Table 25 shows the mean I-rec, D-nDCG, D�-nDCG performances

of the Japanese Document Ranking runs, where mean D�-nDCG is
used as the sort key. In addition, the mean performances accord-
ing to the intent type-sensitive metrics DIN-nDCG and P+Q are
also shown. Table 31 in the Appendix shows the SYSDESC fields
of these runs. Figure 25 shows the corresponding I-rec/D-nDCG
graph. It can be observed that MSINT-D-J-4B is the winner in
terms of all five metrics. In terms of D�-nDCG, it outperforms all
other runs, i.e. BASELINE-D-J-1 and other MSINT runs (see Fig-
ure 49). In particular, MSINT-D-J-4B significantly outperforms its
Revived Runs MSINT-D-J-R1 and MSINT-D-J-R2 (p ≤ 0.001),
which suggests that the method may be substantially better than
those used at INTENT-1. According to Table 31, MSINT-D-J-4B
combined search results of the baseline, Yahoo! and Bing, and this
seems to have been successful.

Figure 26 shows the per-topic Min/Max/Average D�-nDCG per-
formances. Topics 0353, 0383, 0398, 0399, indicated with baloons,
for which the Maxium D�-nDCG values were very high, are again
all navigational topics with only one intent. On the other hand,
Topic 0350, the second “easiest” topic, had as many as eight intents.
The reason why this topic was easy is probably because it happened
that none of its 257 relevant documents is relevant to multiple in-
tents. Thus the problem is similar to traditional relevance-based
retrieval, where the system is asked to return a union of eight dif-
ferent sets of relevant documents, which do not overlap with one
another.

Figure 27 shows the correlation between the type-agnostic D-
nDCG and the type-sensitive DIN-nDCG/P+Q when ranking the
Japanese Document Ranking runs. Again, it can be observed that
the correlation between D-nDCG and DIN-nDCG is higher than
that between D-nDCG and P+Q. Moreover, the correlation between
D-nDCG and DIN-nDCG is lower than the Chinese case, reflecting
the fact that the Japanese topic set contains a considerably higher
fraction of navigational subtopics (259 out of 582= 45%, as shown
in Table 6).

Figure 28 compares the per-topic D-nDCG/DIN-nDCG/P+Q val-
ues for MSINT-D-J-4B, our top performer. Eleven instances where
the P+Q values are one are indicated with baloons. Again, these
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Figure 25: I-rec/D-nDCG graph for Japanese Document Rank-
ing.
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Figure 26: Per-topic D�-nDCG performances for Japanese
Document Ranking.

topics are all navigational topics, so P+Q reduces to P+. Thus, if
a L4-relevant document is retrieved at rank 1, P+Q equals one for
these topics. In particular, for Topic 0383, D-nDCG is also one,
while DIN-nDCG is only 0.6131. There are only two relevant doc-
uments (both of which are L4-relevant) for this topic, and the run
managed to retrieve these two documents at ranks 1 and 2. How-
ever, as DIN-nDCG treats the second relevant document as non-
relevant, it does not give a full score to the run. This is a known
normalisation issue with DIN-nDCG [11].

Table 26 compares the performances of our Revived Runs, MSINT-
D-J-R2 and MSINT-D-J-R1 across INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 (see
Figure 2). Again, we used a two-sample unpaired bootstrap test to
see whether the two topic sets are statistically significantly differ-
ent, but did not obtain any significant differences. Judging from
these limited results alone, it appears that the two topic sets are
more or less comparable.
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Table 25: Japanese Document Ranking runs ranked by mean D�-nDCG@10 over 95 topics. The highest value in each column is
shown in bold.

run name I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10 DIN-nDCG@10 P+Q
MSINT-D-J-4B 0.8160 0.5029 0.6595 0.3458 0.3666
MSINT-D-J-3B 0.7809 0.4457 0.6133 0.3182 0.3373
MSINT-D-J-5B 0.7809 0.4397 0.6103 0.3124 0.3282
MSINT-D-J-1B 0.7789 0.4388 0.6089 0.3099 0.3248
MSINT-D-J-2B 0.7655 0.4505 0.6080 0.3159 0.3271
MSINT-D-J-R2 0.7735 0.4113 0.5924 0.2994 0.3273
BASELINE-D-J-1 0.7428 0.4136 0.5782 0.2820 0.3160
MSINT-D-J-R1 0.7380 0.4129 0.5754 0.2861 0.3154

Table 26: MSINT Revived Run performances for the INTENT-1 and INTENT-2 topic sets. None of the differences is statistically
significant according to an unpaired bootstrap test.

I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D�-nDCG@10
INTENT-1 INTENT-2 INTENT-1 INTENT-2 INTENT-1 INTENT-2

MSINT-D-J-R2 0.7307 0.7735 0.4101 0.4113 0.5704 0.5924
MSINT-D-J-R1 0.7369 0.7380 0.4352 0.4129 0.5861 0.5754
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Figure 27: Correlation between D-nDCG and DIN-nDCG/P+Q
for Japanese Document Ranking.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
INTENT-2 attracted participating teams from China, France, Japan

and South Korea – 12 teams for Subtopic Mining and 4 teams for
Document Ranking (including an organisers’ team). The Subtopic
Mining subtask received 34 English runs, 23 Chinese runs and 14
Japanese runs; the Document Ranking subtask received 12 Chinese
runs and 8 Japanese runs. We refer the reader to the INTENT-2 par-
ticipants’ papers for details of their runs[3, 4, 5, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22]. Our main findings are:

English Subtopic Mining In the official results, THUIR-S-E-1A
outperformed all other runs in terms of Mean D�-nDCG, but
hultech, KLE, ORG, SEM12 and THCIB all have at least
one run that is statistically indistinguishable from this top
run. Whereas, all runs from LIA and TUTA1 significantly
underperform THUIR-S-E-1A. The revised results are the
same, except that the top performer in terms of Mean D�-
nDCG is THUIR-S-E-4A instead of THUIR-S-E-1A. But
the THUIR runs are statistically indistinguishable from one
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Figure 28: Per-topic D-nDCG/DIN-nDCG/P+Q performances
for MSINT-D-J-4B.

another with both official and revised results.

Chinese Subtopic Mining In the official results, TUTA1-S-C-1A
outperformed all other runs in terms of Mean D�-nDCG, but
the six participating teams are statistically indistinguishable
from one another. The revised results are the same.

Japanese Subtopic Mining In the official results, ORG-S-J-3A
outperformed all other runs in terms of Mean D�-nDCG, but
the three participating teams are statistically indistinguish-
able from one another. The revised results are the same.

Chinese Document Ranking THUIR-D-C-1A outperformed all other
runs in terms of Mean D�-nDCG; it significantly outperformed
the baseline nondiversified run. However, KECIR has two
runs that are statistically indistinguishable from this top run.
Moreover, none of the new runs from THUIR significantly
outperforms its Revived Run THUIR-D-C-R1, and therefore
it is not clear whether there has been a substantial improve-
ment between INTENT-1 and INTENT-2.
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Japanese Document Ranking MSINT-D-J-4B outperformed all other
runs in terms of Mean D�-nDCG. In particular, it signif-
icantly outperforms its Revived Runs MSINT-D-J-R1 and
MSINT-D-J-R2. It appears that the gain over these systems
from INTENT-1 comes from combination of multiple search
engine results.

Navigational Topics The D�-nDCG values for navigational top-
ics tend to be high for the Chinese/Japanese Subtopic Min-
ing/Document Ranking subtasks, as there is only one intent
for these topics. Moreover, the per-topic analysis of the top
Document Ranking runs suggests that navigational topics tend
to receive high P+Q values (which reduce to P+ for these
topics). The effectiveness of selective diversification (e.g.
switching off diversification for seemingly navigational top-
ics) remains to be investigated.

Navigational Intents As the rank correlation values between D-
nDCG and DIN-nDCG/P+Q show, intent type-agnostic and
type-sensitive evaluation metrics produce somewhat differ-
ent rankings, although by definition DIN-nDCG approaches
D-nDCG as the fraction of navigational subtopics decreases.
The effectiveness of intent type-sensitive diversification (e.g.
allocating more space in the search engine result page to
informational intents compared to navigational intents) re-
mains to be investigated.

Given the lack of popularity of the Document Ranking Subtask
(especially for Japanese, where only one team participated), we do
not have a strong reason to continue this subtask. On the other
hand, it should be noted that the TREC Web Track has discontin-
ued their diversity task. Note also that it is dangerous to assume
that diversity test collections are reusable, as they are constructed
using a shallow pool depth (e.g., 20-30, although INTENT-2 used
40) [12]. Thus, if researchers want to continue to have their diver-
sified search systems evaluated fairly, the IR community probably
does need to continue a diversity task/track.

Recall also that our English topic set is identical to the TREC
2012 Web Track topic set: for each topic, we have our own set
of intents, while TREC has their own set of “subtopics.” We will
leverage the data to conduct an analysis across TREC and NTCIR
elsewhere.
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Appendix

Table 27: SYSDESC fields of the English Subtopic Mining runs.
run name SYSDESC field
hultech-S-E-1A The HISGK-means algorithm is applied over a list of 50 snippets obtained from a websearch engine. The algorithm uses

a second order similarity metric for calculate the similarity between words as well as the values between the cluster
labels and the snippets. This particularity allows involve the cluster label task in the cluster algorithm. These
labels are calculated in online time and are used as user intents.

hultech-S-E-2A ditto
hultech-S-E-3A ditto
hultech-S-E-4A ditto
KLE-S-E-1A We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document

coverage, CE, and BM25 model.
KLE-S-E-2A We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document

coverage, CTF, IDF, CE, and BM25 model.
KLE-S-E-3A We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document

coverage, CE, and BM25 model. Also, we used the official query suggestions as the additional related documents.
KLE-S-E-4A We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document

coverage, CTF, IDF, CE, and BM25 model. Also, we used the official query suggestions as the additional related
documents.

LIA-S-E-1A We model the latent concepts for each query, using 4 different sources of information. Each concept is mapped with
a Wikipedia article of which the title is used as subtopic.

LIA-S-E-2A We model the latent concepts for each query, using 4 different sources of information. Difference with LIA-S-E-1 is
that we fix the number of feedback documents to 10 (it is not fixed in LIA-S-E-1). We want to evaluate if the number
of feedback documents can be fixed or if it can be automatically estimated at query time based on concept
distribution. Each concept is mapped with a Wikipedia article of which the title is used as subtopic.

LIA-S-E-3A We model the latent concepts for each query as in LIA-S-E-1, except that we use the provided commercial search
engines suggestions to improve the query representation.

LIA-S-E-4A Same run as LIA-S-E-1 with the initial query inserted before each subtopic, in order to fit to the guidelines :
’It is encouraged that participants submit subtopics of the form <originalquery><additionalstring>’

ORG-S-E-1A Bing query suggestion
ORG-S-E-2A Bing query suggestion (actually, Bing completion)
ORG-S-E-3A Bing query suggestion (actually, Google comletion)
ORG-S-E-4A Bing query suggestion (actually, Yahoo completion)
ORG-S-E-5A Merged Bing suggestion, Bing completion, Google completion, Yahoo completion - dictionary sort
SEM12-S-E-1A English SubTopic Mining in Knowledge Data Engineering and Information Retrieval Lab
SEM12-S-E-2A ditto
SEM12-S-E-3A ditto
SEM12-S-E-4A ditto
SEM12-S-E-5A ditto
THCIB-S-E-1A (1) explores search recommendations (provided by NTCIR10), search completions (provided by NTCIR10), related

webpages (Google), query log (ClueWeb09) and semantic descriptions (Wikipedia) to obtain concept-level subtopic
candidates of each query; (2) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights and word frequencies
in search result snippets.

THCIB-S-E-2A (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THCIB-S-E-1A system; (2) generates expanded queries by re-positioning
concepts in the query and inserting prepositional stop words between concepts within the query; (3) inputs
the expanded queries to Google to obtain more recommendations and completions, which are also considered
subtopic candidates; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights and word frequencies in
search result snippets.

THCIB-S-E-3A (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THCIB-S-E-2A system; (2) generalize subtopic candidates with Freebase so
as to associate named entities with the same ontology type to some ontological clusters; (3) ranks the subtopic
candidates according to source weights, ontological clusters and word frequencies in search result snippets.

THCIB-S-E-4A (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THCIB-S-E-2A system; (2) generalize subtopic candidates with Freebase so
as to associate named entities with the same ontology type to some ontological clusters; (3) clusters subtopic
candidates based on semantic similarity with standard AP algorithm; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates
according to source weights, ontological clusters, semantic clusters and word frequencies in search result
snippets.

THCIB-S-E-5A (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THCIB-S-E-2A system; (2) generalize subtopic candidates with Freebase so
as to associate named entities with the same ontology type to some ontological clusters; (3) clusters subtopic
candidates based on semantic similarity with a revised AP algorithm; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates
according to source weights, ontological clusters, semantic clusters and word frequencies in search result
snippets.

THUIR-S-E-1A THUIR-S-E-2A + THUIR-S-E-3A + THUIR-S-E-4A, Linear combination, Semantic similarity based re-clustering
THUIR-S-E-2A Exraction from multiple resources (Google Insights, Google Keywords Generator, Query

Suggestion/Completion, Wikipedia) + Snippet based clustering
THUIR-S-E-3A Exraction From TMiner top results Snippet, Anchors and H1, BM25, Partition around medoid
THUIR-S-E-4A Exraction From Search Engines top results Snippet + Query Suggestion/Completion, BM25, Partition around medoid
THUIR-S-E-5A Extraction From TMiner top results Snippet - BM25 - Partition around medoid + Wikipedia + Official

Query Suggestion/Completion; Linear combination; Semantic similarity based re-clustering
TUTA1-S-E-1A Subtopic mining: firstly clustering the modifier graph into a number of clusters representing different

subtopics;secondly selecting the subtopic instance through a linear combination of cluster recall and
diversity

TUTA1-S-E-2A Subtopic mining: firstly clustering the modifier graph into a number of clusters representing different
subtopics;secondly selecting the subtopic instance according to the arriving probability
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Table 28: SYSDESC fields of the Chinese Subtopic Mining runs.
run name SYSDESC field
ICRCS-S-C-1A clawling candidate query suggestions from 7 SE as candidate data; using semantic similairy, synonyms to filter

duplicate suggestions; using semantic similairy,rank,semantic similairy to rank result.
ICRCS-S-C-2A For the subtopic mining of Intent task, we choose the rough sets theory to design the subtopic mining algorithm,

analysis the relations between the query and candidate subtopic set by mining the frequent item sets from the
Baseline dataset and finish ranking for the candidate set. During the ranking, we use chinese semantic dictionary
Hownet to divide the subtopic set into different groups.

ICRCS-S-C-3A using 4 SE query suggestions applied by organizer as candidate data; using semantic similairy, synonyms to filter
duplicate suggestions; using semantic similairy,rank,semantic similairy to rank result.

KECIR-S-C-1B Run on the snippets from baseline.
KECIR-S-C-2B Run on the similarity of the first result.
KECIR-S-C-3B Run on the querylog and the first result.
KECIR-S-C-4B Run on querylog,HowNet,and the first result.
ORG-S-C-1A Bing query suggestion
ORG-S-C-2A Baidu query suggestion
ORG-S-C-3A Google query suggestion
ORG-S-C-4A Sogou query suggestion
ORG-S-C-5A Merged Bing suggestion, Baigu suggestion, Google suggestion, Sogou suggestion - dictionary sort
THUIR-S-C-1A Subtopics from Query Suggestions, Wikipedia, Hudong; random walk based on large click log; LDA on clicked snippets;

with reranking by query overlap rate.
THUIR-S-C-2A Subtopics from Query Suggestions, Wikipedia, Hudong; random walk based on large click log; with reranking by

query overlap rate.
THUIR-S-C-3A THUIR-S-C-5A + reranking with clicked titles and snippets.
THUIR-S-C-4A Subtopics from Query Suggestions; random walk based on SogouQ log, with reranking by query overlap rate.
THUIR-S-C-5A Subtopics from Query Suggestions, Wikipedia, and Hudong; with reranking by query overlap rate.
THUIS-S-C-1A THUIS subtopic mining system (THUIS-S-C-1A): (1) explores search recommendations (provided by NTCIR10), related

webpages (Sogou), query log (SogouQ) and semantic descriptions (Wikipedia) to obtain concept-level subtopic
candidates of each query; (2) generates expanded queries by re-positioning concepts in the query and inserting
prepositional stop words between concepts within the query; (3) inputs the expanded queries to Google search
engine to obtain more recommendations and completions, which are also considered subtopic candidates;
(4) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights and word frequencies in search result snippets.

THUIS-S-C-2A THUIS subtopic mining system (THUIS-S-C-2A): (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THCIS-S-C-1A system;
(2) generates expanded queries by re-positioning concepts in the query and inserting prepositional stop words
between concepts within the query; (3) clusters subtopic candidates based on semantic similarity with
standard AP algorithm; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights, semantic clusters and
word frequencies in search result snippets.

THUIS-S-C-3A THUIS subtopic mining system (THCIS-S-C-3A): (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THUIS-S-C-1A system;
(2) generates expanded queries by re-positioning concepts in the query and inserting prepositional stop
words between concepts within the query; (3) clusters subtopic candidates based on semantic similarity
with a revised AP algorithm; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights, semantic
clusters and word frequencies in search result snippets.

THUIS-S-C-4A THUIS subtopic mining system (THUIS-S-C-4A): (1) obtains subtopic candidates with THUIS-S-C-1A system;
(2) generates expanded queries by re-positioning concepts in the query and inserting prepositional stop
words between concepts within the query; (3) clusters subtopic candidates based on semantic similarity
with K-means algorithm; (4) ranks the subtopic candidates according to source weights, semantic
clusters and word frequencies in search result snippets.

TUTA1-S-C-1A Subtopic mining: firstly clustering the modifier graph into a number of clusters representing different
subtopics;secondly selecting the subtopic instance through a linear combination of cluster recall and
diversity

TUTA1-S-C-2A Subtopic mining: firstly clustering the modifier graph into a number of clusters representing different
subtopics;secondly selecting the subtopic instance according to the arriving probability

Table 29: SYSDESC fields of the Japanese Subtopic Mining runs.
run name SYSDESC field
KLE-S-J-1B We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document coverage,

CE, and BM25 model.
KLE-S-J-2B We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document coverage,

CTF, IDF, CE, and BM25 model.
KLE-S-J-3B We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document coverage,

CE, and BM25 model. Also, we used the official query suggestions as the additional related documents.
KLE-S-J-4B We implemented the hierarchical structure with subtopic strings, and ranked them based on the related document coverage,

CTF, IDF, CE, and BM25 model. Also, we used the official query suggestions as the additional related documents.
MSINT-S-J-1B Use query log, query suggestions and search result cluster. Rank subtopics based on the weighted overlap of search results
MSINT-S-J-2B Use query log, query suggestions and search result cluster. Rank subtopics based on hit count
MSINT-S-J-3A Use query log and query suggestion. Rank subtopics based on the weighted overlap of search results
MSINT-S-J-4A Use query suggestion. Rank subtopics based on the weighted overlap of search results
MSINT-S-J-5B Use search result cluster. Rank subtopics based on the weighted overlap of search results
ORG-S-J-1A Bing query suggestion
ORG-S-J-2A Bing query completion
ORG-S-J-3A Google query completion
ORG-S-J-4A Yahoo query completion
ORG-S-J-5A Merged Bing suggestion, Bing completion, Google completion, Yahoo completion - dictionary sort
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Table 30: SYSDESC fields of the Chinese Document Ranking runs.
run name SYSDESC field
BASELINE-D-C-1 baseline ranking without diversificaton, 1000 results
KECIR-D-C-1B Based on the baseline result and appearances of subtopics in the snnipets.
KECIR-D-C-2B Based on the similarity result and appearances of subtopics in the htmls.
KECIR-D-C-3B Based on the similarity result and appearances of subtopics in the snnipets.
KECIR-D-C-4B Based on the querylog result and appearances of subtopics in the snippets.
KECIR-D-C-5B Based on the querylog and HowNet result,also cumulative gain of subtopics in the snnipets.
THUIR-D-C-1A THUIR-D-C-2A + click-based rerank (large click logs).
THUIR-D-C-2A THUIR-D-C-3A + novelty-based rerank.
THUIR-D-C-3A Retrieve on full text, anchor and click text documents (baseline of 1A and 2A).
THUIR-D-C-4A Subtopic mining + retrieve on multiple subtopics + decay global gain based diverse results selection.
THUIR-D-C-5B Official baseline + HITS-based rerank + novelty-based rerank + click-based rerank (SogouQ).
THUIR-D-C-R1 THUIR-D-C-5 retrieval on full text, anchor text and click text, + HITS-based rerank.

Table 31: SYSDESC fields of the Japanese Document Ranking runs.
run name SYSDESC field
BASELINE-D-J-1 baseline ranking without diversificaton, 1000 results
MSINT-D-J-1B Use Dou’s search result diversification model, considering intent type probability.
MSINT-D-J-2B Use Dou’s search result diversification model, considering intent type probability.

Combine search results of baseline, Yahoo and Bing
MSINT-D-J-3B Use Dou’s search result diversification model, considering intent type probability.

Not diversify search result when topic has a navigational intent
MSINT-D-J-4B Use Dou’s search result diversification model. Combine search results of baseline,

Yahoo and Bing
MSINT-D-J-5B Use Dou’s search result diversification model.
MSINT-D-J-R1 MSINT-D-J-3 MSINT:WSE suggestion
MSINT-D-J-R2 MSINT-D-J-2 MSINT: WSE suggestion and site domain

hultech-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
hultech-S-E-2A with KLE-S-E-2A,KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,

THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
hultech-S-E-3A with KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,
THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 29: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD at
α = 0.05; official).
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hultech-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
hultech-S-E-2A with KLE-S-E-2A,KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,

THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
hultech-S-E-3A with KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-1A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,
THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 30: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD at
α = 0.05; revised).

Table 32: English Subtopic Mining: discrepancies between official and revised in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

significant with official only significant with revised only
hultech-S-E-3A with THUIR-S-E-2A hultech-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
hultech-S-E-3A with THUIR-S-E-3A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-4A
hultech-S-E-3A with THUIR-S-E-4A hultech-S-E-3A with THCIB-S-E-1A
KLE-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-1A KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-2A KLE-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-3A KLE-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A

LIA-S-E-4A with SEM12-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
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hultech-S-E-1A with hultech-S-E-2A,hultech-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-3A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,
TUTA1-S-E-2A

hultech-S-E-2A with hultech-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
hultech-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A

LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,
THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

ORG-S-E-1A with THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 31: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; official).

hultech-S-E-1A with hultech-S-E-2A,hultech-S-E-3A,KLE-S-E-1A,KLE-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,
ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

hultech-S-E-2A with hultech-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,
THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

hultech-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-4A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-4A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with THUIR-S-E-4A
SEM12-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-4A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 32: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; revised).
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Table 33: English Subtopic Mining: discrepancies between official and revised in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised
Tukey’s HSD at α = 0.05).

significant with official only significant with revised only
hultech-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-1A with KLE-S-E-1A
LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-4A hultech-S-E-1A with KLE-S-E-3A
LIA-S-E-4A with SEM12-S-E-1A hultech-S-E-1A with ORG-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A hultech-S-E-1A with SEM12-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-2A hultech-S-E-1A with SEM12-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-1A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-2A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-3A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-4A hultech-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-1A hultech-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-2A hultech-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-3A hultech-S-E-3A with THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-2A KLE-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-2A LIA-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-1A with THUIR-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-1A with THUIR-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-1A with THUIR-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-1A with THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-5A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
SEM12-S-E-4A with THUIR-S-E-4A
SEM12-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-4A

hultech-S-E-1A with hultech-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
hultech-S-E-2A with KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,

THUIR-S-E-5A
hultech-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-5A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,
THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 33: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; official).
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hultech-S-E-1A with hultech-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
hultech-S-E-2A with hultech-S-E-4A,KLE-S-E-2A,KLE-S-E-4A,LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,

THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
hultech-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-4A
hultech-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
KLE-S-E-4A with LIA-S-E-1A,LIA-S-E-2A,LIA-S-E-3A,LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-1A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,

THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-2A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-1A,ORG-S-E-2A,ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,ORG-S-E-5A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,SEM12-S-E-3A,SEM12-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-5A,
THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A,
TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

LIA-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-3A,ORG-S-E-4A,SEM12-S-E-1A,SEM12-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THCIB-S-E-5A,THUIR-S-E-1A,
THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A

ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-1A,THCIB-S-E-2A,THCIB-S-E-3A,THCIB-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-2A,THUIR-S-E-3A,THUIR-S-E-4A,THUIR-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-1A,THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-4A
SEM12-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THCIB-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-2A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A
THUIR-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A,TUTA1-S-E-2A

Figure 34: English Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; revised).

Table 34: English Subtopic Mining: discrepancies between official and revised in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised
Tukey’s HSD at α = 0.05).

significant with official only significant with revised only
hultech-S-E-1A with ORG-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-1A with ORG-S-E-1A
KLE-S-E-3A with LIA-S-E-4A hultech-S-E-2A with hultech-S-E-4A
KLE-S-E-4A with ORG-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-2A with KLE-S-E-2A
LIA-S-E-4A with SEM12-S-E-4A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-4A
LIA-S-E-4A with SEM12-S-E-5A hultech-S-E-2A with THCIB-S-E-5A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-1A hultech-S-E-3A with THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-2A KLE-S-E-1A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
ORG-S-E-5A with THCIB-S-E-3A ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-3A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-1A ORG-S-E-1A with THCIB-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-2A ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-1A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-3A ORG-S-E-2A with THUIR-S-E-4A
ORG-S-E-5A with THUIR-S-E-5A SEM12-S-E-3A with TUTA1-S-E-2A
SEM12-S-E-4A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
SEM12-S-E-5A with TUTA1-S-E-1A
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ICRCS-S-C-1A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B
ICRCS-S-C-3A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B,ORG-S-C-2A,ORG-S-C-5A
KECIR-S-C-1B with TUTA1-S-C-1A
KECIR-S-C-2B with KECIR-S-C-4B
KECIR-S-C-3B with THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,THUIS-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
KECIR-S-C-4B with THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,THUIS-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
ORG-S-C-2A with THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
ORG-S-C-4A with TUTA1-S-C-1A
ORG-S-C-5A with THUIS-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A

Figure 35: Chinese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD at
α = 0.05; official and revised).

ICRCS-S-C-1A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B
ICRCS-S-C-2A with KECIR-S-C-4B,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-1A
ICRCS-S-C-3A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B
KECIR-S-C-1B with THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
KECIR-S-C-2B with THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-1A
KECIR-S-C-3B with ORG-S-C-1A,ORG-S-C-2A,ORG-S-C-3A,ORG-S-C-4A,ORG-S-C-5A,THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,

THUIS-S-C-2A,THUIS-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
KECIR-S-C-4B with ORG-S-C-1A,ORG-S-C-2A,ORG-S-C-3A,ORG-S-C-4A,ORG-S-C-5A,THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,

THUIS-S-C-2A,THUIS-S-C-3A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
ORG-S-C-2A with THUIR-S-C-3A

Figure 36: Chinese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; official and revised).

ICRCS-S-C-1A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B
ICRCS-S-C-2A with KECIR-S-C-4B
ICRCS-S-C-3A with KECIR-S-C-3B,KECIR-S-C-4B
KECIR-S-C-1B with THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
KECIR-S-C-2B with KECIR-S-C-4B
KECIR-S-C-3B with ORG-S-C-1A,ORG-S-C-3A,ORG-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,THUIS-S-C-2A,THUIS-S-C-3A,

THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
KECIR-S-C-4B with ORG-S-C-1A,ORG-S-C-3A,ORG-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-1A,THUIR-S-C-2A,THUIR-S-C-3A,THUIR-S-C-4A,THUIR-S-C-5A,THUIS-S-C-1A,THUIS-S-C-2A,THUIS-S-C-3A,

THUIS-S-C-4A,TUTA1-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-2A
ORG-S-C-2A with THUIS-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-1A
ORG-S-C-5A with THUIS-S-C-1A,TUTA1-S-C-1A

Figure 37: Chinese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05; official and revised).
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KLE-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-2B with MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-5A
KLE-S-J-3B with ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-4B with ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-5A
MSINT-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-2B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-5B with ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-5A
ORG-S-J-1A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-2A with ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-5A
ORG-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-5A

Figure 38: Japanese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD at
α = 0.05; official and revised).

KLE-S-J-1B with KLE-S-J-2B,KLE-S-J-4B,ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-2B with KLE-S-J-3B,MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-2B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-5A
KLE-S-J-3B with KLE-S-J-4B,ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-4B with MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-2B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-3A
MSINT-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-2B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-5B with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-1A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-2A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-5A

Figure 39: Japanese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05; official).

KLE-S-J-1B with KLE-S-J-2B,KLE-S-J-4B,ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-2B with KLE-S-J-3B,MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-2B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-3A
KLE-S-J-3B with KLE-S-J-4B,ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-4B with MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-2A,ORG-S-J-3A
MSINT-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-2B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-5B with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-1A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-2A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-5A

Figure 40: Japanese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05; revised).

Table 35: Japanese Subtopic Mining: discrepancies between official and revised in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised
Tukey’s HSD at α = 0.05).

significant with official only significant with revised only
KLE-S-J-2B with ORG-S-J-5A
KLE-S-J-4B with MSINT-S-J-2B
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KLE-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-2B with MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-5A
KLE-S-J-3B with ORG-S-J-4A
KLE-S-J-4B with MSINT-S-J-1B,MSINT-S-J-3A,MSINT-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-1A,ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A,ORG-S-J-5A
MSINT-S-J-1B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-2B with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-4A
MSINT-S-J-5B with ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-1A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-2A with ORG-S-J-3A,ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-3A with ORG-S-J-4A
ORG-S-J-4A with ORG-S-J-5A

Figure 41: Japanese Subtopic Mining: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05; official and revised).

BASELINE-D-C-1 with KECIR-D-C-2B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-1B with KECIR-D-C-2B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-2B with KECIR-D-C-3B,KECIR-D-C-4B,KECIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-4A,THUIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-3B with THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A
KECIR-D-C-4B with THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-5B with THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A
THUIR-D-C-1A with THUIR-D-C-5B
THUIR-D-C-2A with THUIR-D-C-5B
THUIR-D-C-3A with THUIR-D-C-5B

Figure 42: Chinese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-C-1 with KECIR-D-C-2B
KECIR-D-C-1B with KECIR-D-C-2B
KECIR-D-C-2B with KECIR-D-C-3B,KECIR-D-C-4B,KECIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-4A,THUIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-R1

Figure 43: Chinese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-C-1 with KECIR-D-C-2B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-1B with KECIR-D-C-2B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A
KECIR-D-C-2B with KECIR-D-C-3B,KECIR-D-C-4B,KECIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-4A,THUIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-R1
KECIR-D-C-4B with THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A
THUIR-D-C-1A with THUIR-D-C-5B
THUIR-D-C-2A with THUIR-D-C-5B
THUIR-D-C-3A with THUIR-D-C-5B

Figure 44: Chinese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

KECIR-D-C-1B with KECIR-D-C-2B
KECIR-D-C-2B with KECIR-D-C-3B,KECIR-D-C-4B,KECIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-R1

Figure 45: Chinese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of DIN-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-C-1 with KECIR-D-C-2B
KECIR-D-C-1B with KECIR-D-C-2B
KECIR-D-C-2B with KECIR-D-C-3B,KECIR-D-C-4B,KECIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-1A,THUIR-D-C-2A,THUIR-D-C-3A,THUIR-D-C-4A,THUIR-D-C-5B,THUIR-D-C-R1

Figure 46: Chinese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of P+Q@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05).
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BASELINE-D-J-1 with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-4B with MSINT-D-J-R1

Figure 47: Japanese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of I-rec@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-J-1 with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-1B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-2B with MSINT-D-J-4B,MSINT-D-J-R2
MSINT-D-J-3B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-4B with MSINT-D-J-5B,MSINT-D-J-R1,MSINT-D-J-R2

Figure 48: Japanese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of D-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-J-1 with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-1B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-2B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-3B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-4B with MSINT-D-J-5B,MSINT-D-J-R1,MSINT-D-J-R2

Figure 49: Japanese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of D�-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-J-1 with MSINT-D-J-2B,MSINT-D-J-3B,MSINT-D-J-4B,MSINT-D-J-5B
MSINT-D-J-1B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-3B with MSINT-D-J-R1
MSINT-D-J-4B with MSINT-D-J-5B,MSINT-D-J-R1,MSINT-D-J-R2

Figure 50: Japanese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of DIN-nDCG@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s
HSD at α = 0.05).

BASELINE-D-J-1 with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-1B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-2B with MSINT-D-J-4B
MSINT-D-J-4B with MSINT-D-J-R1

Figure 51: Japanese Document Ranking: significantly different run pairs in terms of P+Q@10 (two-sided randomised Tukey’s HSD
at α = 0.05).
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